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professor of law and politics at rikkyo university tokyo japan he is editor in chief of the journal of pacific asia and 
author of a number of quot;asian valuesquot; and democracy in asia proceedings of a conference held on 28 march 
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Interaction (Global East Asia): 

This book uses a cultural interaction approach to discuss numerous temples and shrines of Sinitic origin that house 
Daoist Buddhist and folk gods Such deities were transmitted outside the Chinese continent or were introduced from 
other regions and syncretized Examples include temple guardian gods that arrived in Japan from China and later 
became deified as part of the Five Mountain system and a Daoist deity that transformed into a god in Japan after 
syncretizing wi About the Author Yoshihiro Nikaido is Professor of Asian Cultural studies at the Kansai University 
Japan 
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anthropology the science of humanity which studies human beings in aspects ranging from the biology and 
evolutionary history of homo sapiens to the features  epub  this is a listing of the major religions of the world ranked 
by number of adherents  pdf download video segment transcripts tokyo sometimes japanese refer to tokyo as a big 
collection of villages of course its not a village; its one of the worlds largest akio igarashi is a professor of law and 
politics at rikkyo university tokyo japan he is editor in chief of the journal of pacific asia and author of a number of 
contemporary japan society and culture asian
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